
Dentistry 

Booking System
Advanced



Activity scenario summary:

In this example we will code a project, which replicates a 
simple Dentistry Booking System, used in a dental practice.

This project will  help you develop an understanding how 
coding is used in dentistry. As part of the activity, 
participants will design a software in which the dentistry 
staff will be able to;

a) Book Appointments

b)Clear Appointment slots

c)View Booking Lists

d)View Procedure Lists

e)Calculate Bill

We are going to code 
button which calculates a 
bill for all of the 
procedures the user has 
had done.



At this point you should have 
already completed the code 
from the beginner resource 
and the intermediate…

If you haven’t click here to 
access the beginner resource!

Click here for the 
intermediate resource!

By the end of this lesson, your project should look like this! 
(Use this if you get stuck)

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/649204729/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/649204993/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/649206222/


The 

Menu:

You should  already be 
familiar with the home 
menu from the beginner 
section.

In the advanced section 
we will add 
functionality to the 5th

button.



Calculate Bill

This button will allow the 
user to enter all of the 
procedures that they have 
had done and a bill will 
calculate the total price.

It will keep asking the 
user for the procedure 
they have had done until 
the user inputs ‘N’.



What it will look like…



Step 1
Once ‘Calculate Bill’ is clicked

When the button is clicked this 
code will run and the screen is 
cleared.

Both the lists for the name of 
the procedure and the price are 
shown so the user can see the 
options they can choose from.

A message is then shown to say 
that the amount will be 
calculated in pounds.



Step 2

We then set the variable 
‘repeat?’ to true.

A repeat until block is then 
used until ‘repeat?’ is false.

This means that code will 
repeat until the condition is 
met – ‘repeat?’ is set to 
false.



Step 3

The user is then asked for the 
procedure ID that they had done 
(The number in the list)

The user input is then assigned 
to the variable ‘procedure ID’ 

An IF ELSE block is then used 
to check if the procedure ID 
given by the user is valid. If 
not then an error message pops 
before the screen resets.



Step 4

The variable ‘procedure cost’ is 
assigned the correct price when 
checked with the ‘procedure ID’ given 
by the user.

The ‘procedure cost’ is then 
assigned to ‘Total Bill’.

The user is then asked if they 
have had any more procedures 
done, if they input ‘Y’, then 
the code will repeat again.



Step 5 
If the user types ‘N’, then 
‘repeat?’ is set to false. This 
means the code won’t repeat from 
the beginning again.

A message is then output saying 
the cost of the total bill.



Congratulations!

You have completed the dentistry 

booking software.

Find  the completed code for the 
lesson here!


